In 1959 and 1960, Journalism Quarterly was the scene of a debate concerning the appropriateness of economic theory for studying newspapers. Currier argued that economic theory had much to offer in understanding the newspaper industry.! Davenport and Landau contended that economic theory was generally inadequate and inapplicable.' As with many debates, both sides held measures of truth. Assumptions underlying much of mainstream economic theory limit its applicability to the study of newspaper news and editorial content. However, modification of assump tions can make economic theory useful in examining newspapers and other media.
The model of news demand presented in this article is an effort to expand on the use of economic theory by developing a model based on alternative assumptions. However, the underlying paradigm for this model, as with most economic analysis, is that people are basically rational. They act in relatively consistent ways to satisfy their needs and wants. This doesn't mean that people actually maximize their utilities, as microeconomic theory assumes; it means they come close enough to allow for prediction and understanding using an economic approach.-' Two assumptions concerning price competition and the nature of commodities limit the use of economic theory for media. First, pure competitive economic theory assumes that individual demand is determined by price of a commodity, prices of substitute and complementary commodities, income, and taste.' Taste, which is a catchall for things other than prices and income, is usually assumed constant. Yet, newspaper price tends not to vary much,' while content does.
A second assumption concerns the homogeneity of commodities. Pure competition assumes the commodities are almost identical. They are good substitutes, and price becomes the important variable in determining demand. Although newspapers have common characteristics, they show greater variation than assumed by pure competition theory. Thus, tradi-tional demand and utility theory are not entirely appropriate. The purpose of this article is to develop a general model of demand for news commodities, which can be used in lieu of neoclassical utility theory and indifference analysis.6 Then, this demand model will be used to adapt the concept of "consumer surplus" for analyzing monopoly and competitive newspaper markets. This adaptation will serve as an * Ncalatsiul utility theory and indifferena analysis are anIra1 to developing a gcncnl theory ofdenund for commoditk. Discussions of the am81 u n be found in any microcconomic text.
' The term monopoly u wed here to indiute an extensive degree of diacretionary power to nukc decisions about pricing and nature of product and not the absolute power to XI p r i m .
This definition u taken from B r u a Own. Economics and Frerdom of Expression (Cambridge: Lkllingcr Publishing.
1975).
I For example xc: Ralph 0. Nafziger and Thomas F. b i nhad. 'Red Wing and Iu Daily Newspapen." No. 9 in the Community Basis for P a t w a r Planning. Minnupolu. Minn.:
University of M i n n a o u Preu. May 19*6; S h n k y K. Bisnun example of how economic theory can be useful in understanding news media.
Review of Research
The impact of newspaper monopolies7 on content has been examined and disputed for years. Studies that found no difference between monopoly and competitive newspapers have tended to use categorical measures for competition and to look at the geographic and topic differentiation of news. The implication of these recent financial commitment studies is that monopoly newspapers are not as "good" as competitive newspapers from a reader's point of view. The mechanisms that connect financial commitment to quality of content have not been established, but some studies suggest a connection. Danielson and A d a m found that completeness of coverage of the 1960 presidential election was related to staff size and number of wire services carried.16 A negative relationship has been found between number of stories produced and number of sources used in ~t 0 r i e s . l~ Another study found that fairness in stories decreased as intracity newspaper competition increased and increased as in intercity competition increased.18
While additional empirical examination of monopoly newspaper content is needed, a theoretical examination would also be useful. A systematic model of newspaper demand can provide a sense of understanding that is missing from the ad hoc testing of hypotheses.19 After the demand model is set up, the concept of "consumer's surplus," which is a traditional method of economists for examining effects of monopoly, will be adapted to explain the impact of monopoly on newspaper content. In other words, the model of news demand consists of axioms from which a set of theoretical statements that relate to newspaper monopoly are drawn. Other sets of theoretical statements can be derived from the demand model.
Consumer's Surplus. 2o According to economic theory of perfect competition, firms cannot charge different prices to different consumers. If they did, another company would move in and under-price those firms. As a result all firms sell at one competitively set price. This price means that a firm is not getting the additional profit that charging different prices to different consumers would generate. The value of this lost profit accrues to the consumer and is called consumer's surplus. In Figure 1 , the total value of the product in a market is shown by the area DOC,E. This area is defined by the point where
supply equals demand (at point E). This is also the point at which marginal costs, represented by the supply curve (PIE), equals marginal revenue, represented by the demand curve (DE) . With the large number of firms, the marginal cost is a straight line parallel with the horizontal axis. N o one firm can charge more than the price (PI) determined by this intersection. If a firm did charge more, consumers could substitute the cheaper product of another firm. N o firm would charge less than this price because if it did, it would lose money. The individual firm's demand curve in the market is represented by the line PIE (the industry supply curve). This horizontal demand curve for the firm represents the fact that no one firm can affect prices. Each firm then has the price equal to marginal revenue. The market demand curve is DE.
As a result of this interaction of supply and demand, firms produce a quantity equal to C, at a price of PI. The consumers pay the equivalent of P,OC,E and get a 
I
The effect of monopoly on allocation of Consumer's Surplus value of DOGIE. The difference in the area (DP,E) is the consumer surplus. When a firm becomes a monopoly in the market, the firm demand curve becomes the same as the market demand curve. With a negatively sloping firm demand curve, the marginal revenue curve is always below the demand curve. Since companies maximize profits at the point where marginal revenue equals marginal cost, the new level of output will be C2 instead of CI as in a competitive market. Since the monopoly results in a lower output, it results in a higher price. The new price is P,. The value of the output is redistributed as a result. The value represented by the area under C,EAC2 is transferred to other goods and the amount equal to PlP2BA is transferred to the firm as monopoly profit. The area under ABE is not transferred to anyone and becomes a deadweight loss. Thus, little of the surplus value (the amount under DP,E) that flowed to the consumer under a competitive market remains.
A Model of Demand for News Products. As mentioned, the problem with using this analysis to explain the impact of newspaper monopolies on consumers is that it assumes price is the important variable in determining demand. Since this is not the case for newspapers circulation, it is necessary to describe the nature of newspaper demand curves in singlenewspa-per and competitive markets and then to determine the impact on the consumer. First, a more general model will be developed that is applicable to all news media.
Concepts

Primitive Terms
User-one who reads a newspapers or magazine, or watches TV or listens to radio.
Media news product-a newspaper, news magazine, radio or television news broadcast.
Product attributes-categories of visual, spoken and written content in media news products. Examples are sports pages of newspapers, use of graphics in newscasts, and columnists carried by a newspaper.
Need-a physical or psychological necessity. Examples are food and affection.
Want-the conscious desire for something. Examples are designer clothes and expensive sports cars.
Derived Terms
Utility-satisfaction of wants and needs. Value-the utility a user expects from a product attribute.
Substitutes-media news products that are equivalent in use in the eyes of the user.
Quality of media news products-how well the media news product serves the wants and needs of the aggregate of users across time.
Number of users of a media news product-this is the average number of people who buy a newspaper or magazine or who watch a television news program or listen to a radio news program during a given production cycle.
Financial expenditures on media news product-the amount of money spent on producing the media news product.
Acceptable values-values of attributes that will still motivate the users to use a media news product at a given price.
Degree of substitutability-the percentage of total media news product users who accept another media news product as substitutes for a given media news product.
Intensity of competition-this means the comparative share of the market. The
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closer two firms are to sharing the market equally, the more intense will be the competition. Intense competition is associated with a high degree of substitutability.
Aggregare demand-the summation of numbers of media product users who are willing to use a media news product at a given price and level of quality.
Theoretical Statements
I) The product quality of a media news product is positively related to thefinancia1 expenditure on the product. While there is not necessarily a perfect correlation between quality of product and financial expenditure, with all other things equal, a media news firm that spends more on its product will produce a higher quality product.
2) The number of media news product users is positively related to product quality of the media news product. Readers will be more likely to use a media news product if it meets the readers' needs and wants.
3) Individual media news product users use media news products on the basis of a group of product attributes. Since media news products are packages of many different types and topics of information, media news product users are likely to use media news products for more than one type of information. A media news product is evaluated along the various dimensions represented by these individual groups. Many non-media products are bought in similar ways."
3A) The importance of individual product attributes in the group will vary from user to user. The variety of information in a media news product and the variety of information needs and wants among users means that users will vary in the group of product attributes applicable to a media news product. The users who like sports and business may buy the same newspaper as a user who wants shopping and cooking advice, but they each buy for different reasons.
3B) The individual elements of the user's group of product attributes have minimal levels of acceptable values to the particular user. Over time, a user develops a n idea of what type and amount of information associated with the group elements will serves his or her demand for information from news media. This impression can be called a minimum level of acceptable values.
3C) The minimal level of acceptable values is related to an individuals needs, wants and the overall quality of available media news products. The minimal level of acceptable values will vary with the information wants and needs of individuals. The overall quality of available media news products will affect the minimal level of acceptable values because of cognitive dissonance. If all the available media news products are not meeting an individuals needs and wants, the individual will lower the acceptable minimal values in the face of frustration. As the quality of available media news products increases, so will the minimal level of acceptable values. 3D) A user has a composite impression of a media news product that is positively related to the quality of the media news product. The exact nature of this overall impression, whether additive or multiplicative, probably varies with the individual, but an exact understanding of the nature is not crucial to this analysis. It is sufficient to know that a newspaper or media news product is used for a variety of reasons and its use is related to quality.
3 E ) The degree of substitutability of another media product is related to how well a user's composite impression of a media news product matches the minimal level of acceptable values. If a user perceives a newspaper or other media news product is providing the minimal level of quality he or she needs and wants, other media news products will rarely be substituted, controlling for other factors. If a user perceives a newspaper or other media product is not reaching a minimal level of quality, other media products will become acceptable substitutes. A Model of Newspaper Demand. As an extension of the above model, the following statements are related to developing demand curves for newspapers in both markets with one newspaper and markets with two separately owned and operated newspapers.
4) The demand curve of a newspaper with respect to quality will be kinked. It changes slope at a given point.22
4A) The point at which the curve is kinked represents the point where the quality of the newspaper just reaches the minimal acceptable level of values for a large number of readers.
48) The slope of the curve to the left of the kink will be slight and the slope of the curve to the right will be steep.
At the point where the slope of the curve changes, the newspaper is providing a minimal acceptable fulfillment of most readers' wants and needs. This is shown as points El and E2 in Figure 2 , which is where the kink occurs. (Curve D, is the demand curve for a newspaper that has no other newspaper located within the same city. Curve Dc is the curve for a newspaper in a market with two or more separately owned and operated newspapers.) In the range to the left of E l and E2, more users are likely to substitute another media news product that costs less while having the same level of quality, or which has a higher level of quality while having a n equivalent price. The failure of the impression to match the minimal level of acceptable quality means an elastic demand for the newspaper with respect to quality at a given price. In other words, users will be more likely to substitute one media news product for another. The slopes above El and E, are less elastic because most users' impressions of the newspaper indicates it is of a higher quality than their minimal acceptable level of quality. There is little incentive to substitute under these conditions, unless another news media product far exceeds the newspaper in quality. Another way of describing the process is that above point El the single newspaper in a market appears to meet the minimal needs and wants of most readers relatively better than other media news products. 
4C)
The exact location of the kink for a given price and the slopes of the two portions of the curve are related to the quality of the available substitutes. If the quality of the newspaper and its acceptable substitutes is high, users will tend to have higher minimal levels of acceptable quality. This will push the kink farther from the origin.
) The demand curve f o r a newspaper market with two separately owned and operated newspapers will shgt to the le/i of where the demand curve would be g t h e market conrained only one newspaper or two newspapers that are not intensely competitive.
In order for the impact to occur, the newspapers must be competitive, which means they have a high degree of substitutability. The higher the degree of substitutability, the greater the sift.
5A) The curve shiyts to the left because the availability of another newspaper with a high degree of substitutability means the firm must spend more money on the quality of the product. A competitive newspaper must spend more money on its product because failure to d o so will mean short-run movement of readers to the other newspaper and long-term failure in the market because of the circulation spiral.23 The user now has a highly substitutable alternative. This shift is shown in Figure 2 with Dc representing the demand curve for a newspaper that has another separately owned and operated paper in the same city and D, representing the demand curve for a singlenewspaper city. Without an increase in spending on the quality of product, the composite impression of a given newspaper will decline as the competing newspaper spends money on its product. A decline in the impression, while the minimal level of quality remains stable, means the competing newspaper gains in the degree of substitutability.
5B) The degree of shvt is a function of how well the second newspaper meets the minimal level of quality for a majority of readers of thefirst newspaper. If the second newspaper is of poor quality relative to the original newspaper, the original newspaper will not have to increase its spending on its product as much as if the second newspaper was more intensely competitive. A newspaper that does not meet the minimal level of quality for most readers is not an acceptable substitute and will therefore not affect the original newspaper's demand curve to a great degree. In other words, a poor competitor is like no competitor at all.
6 ) The kink in the demand curve of u newspaper in a market with another separately owned and operated newspaper will be located further from the origin than iffhe newspaper were in a market by itself: As the quality of both newspapers increase, the minimal acceptable level of quality will increase. Users will get use to a better quality newspapers and expect more of them. The difference is shown in 14 There is evidence that some newspapen climinate circultion in a r u s that have high delivery costs. such as inner city and areas distant from the printing pbnt. See William B. Blankenburg. 'Newspaper Ownership and Control of Circulation to Increase Profit." JourMliJm Quarlrrly 5 9 3 9 0 4 8 (Autumn 1982). These practias put a geographic limit on the assumption of this model about supply. but the assumption is still a c a p uble within t h n c limits.
]'The increase in circulation for a newspaper to C, repraenls the change rnulting from the increase in quality of the newspaper. It is not the f i~l circulation level that would follow the introduclion of competition to a market. The Dc demand C U M simply shows the intermedute impact of i n c d quality on circulation. Ultimately. the circuhtion of a newapper m o v i u from a monopoly to a competitive market would likely drop beuuv of the p m n c e of a good substitute. This overall change would be r e p r u c n t d by an rdditiorul shift of the Dc curve to the kft. The extent of the rhift would be a function of subatituubility of the compelins newspaper. Cormpondingly. a movement from competition to monopoly would probably result in an overall i n c r u x in circulation. dnpite a decline in circulation duc to a d e c m in quality. This eventual increase in circulation would be represented in Newspaper Supply Curves. The assumption underlying this analysis is that on average a newspaper, within the capacity of its presses, will be able to supply whatever demand exist. Thus, while there are day-to-day fluctuations in the number of newspapers printed, there is no real equilibrium circulation determined by supply and demand forces. First, price is not at issue here. Second, unlike price, which is easily measured, quality is too inexact a concept to establish a point of equilibrium. Rather, circulation will be any point within the range of printing capability where no more readers will buy a newspaper, and the firm will not sell any more. Effectively, that means a newspaper will provide as many newspapers as people will buy on average, as long as the additional issues are perceived as contributing t o profit.24 Any point on the demand curves will, with minor fluctuations, be met with supply.
Consumer's Surplus in Newspapers. Using the two demand curves developed above, the impact of having a single newspaper in a given geographic newspaper market can be seen in Figure 2 . As a result of intense competition from a second newspaper, the demand curve has shifted left and the kink point has moved farther from the origin. The kink point of the solitary newspaper (El) moves to E, with the addition of a newspaper to the market. Under the new conditions, the amount of circulation will be C2 compared to Cl in a market with only one newspaper.25 The level of quality has increased to Q, from Q I . The circulation increase represents the result of increases in quality and the availability of another newspaper for people who would not take the single paper.
The demand curves in Figure 2 can be used to show the impact of competition on user utility. The level of quality needed to attract circulation at Cl has increased from QI in the solitary market to Q, in the competitive market. Part of this increase is due to the movement of the kink point and part is related to the shift of the market demand curve.
The rectangles represented by points Q,Q3AE, and CIC2E2 A give the total amount of aggregate utility that is lost by all readers due to a monopoly. This could be called the "consumers quality surplus." It represents the amount of utility that consumers receive from the higher level of quality competition brings. A singlenewspaper market allows management to cut back on quality and in doing so capture the costs of providing more quality in a competitive market as profit.
The exact amount of the quality will depend on the slopes and locations of the two curves. This in turn depends on the available substitutes, their degree of s u b stitutability, the taste of the audience, the price charged for newspapers, the revenue of newspapers and other variables. However, the competitive curve will always remain above the monopoly curve creating some level of surplus.
Implications of the Models
This model of newspaper demand is consistent with existing research about direct newspaper competition mentioned earlier. It explains why intense newspaper competition is preferable to slight or no competition from the reader's perspective.26 It is inconsistent with earlier studies of competition for two reasons. First, this model emphasizes intensity of competition and not just presence or absences. This intensity can be operationalized as market share.2' Second, the impact comes not from geographic area of coverage or whether news is hard or feature in nature. The impact would be in quality areas of content, such as depth of coverage, completeness of coverage, fairness and balance 'of coverage, accuracy of information and usefulness of content to readers. In other words, this model involves quality of information and not necessarily ideology underlying the collection and product of information.
Both the news demand model and the "consumer quality surplus" concepts sug-
gest other implications and hypotheses. These include: 1) When a second newspaper goes out of business, the remaining newspaper will not have as much circulation as the two together.** 2) Readers in intensively competitive newspaper markets should be better at estimating how well a newspaper is meeting their information needs and wants than those readers in monopoly newspaper markets. They should be more satisfied with their newspapers than those readers in slightly competitive or noncompetitive markets.
3) The financial commitment resulting from intense competition between newspapers should exist in competition among television and other types of media.29
4) The development of other quality news media should result in the improvement of quality for existing media that may be acceptable substitutes for the new media. Thus, the development of quality television news should have been related to the improvement of newspaper coverage.
5) Common ownership of television, newspaper and radio within a market should result in a lowering of quality for all news pr0ducts.m
Further work in this area should concentrate on refining the news demand model by integrating non-economic theory, such as uses and gratifications and What made these stories newsworthy, however, was the fact that oil supplies were tight, which is reflected in the price of petroleum products. The oil industry is not a single product market and not all oil products are equally important in determining mass media interest in the oil industry. Since the news media's target audience is the public at large, the news items of greatest interest are naturally those which are most closely tied to the public at large. By this criterion, gasoline is the most important refined product market. But price controls were in effect in gasoline in 1979; consequently, gasoline prices did not fully reflect conditions within that market. Because quantity rationing is a common response to binding price controls in a market, it is not surprising that gas lines formed during the 1979 crisis. These gas lines were perhaps the single most important symbol of the crisis during 1979. Our measure of gas lines and quantity rationing was found to be significantly related to oil industry news coverage.
The other important consumer oil product is #2 fuel oil. This product was not subject to price and allocation controls during 1979; therefore, #2 fuel prices more accurately reflect this product's market conditions. In particular, both spot and contract price changes are strongly related to news coverage. But this does not mean
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that the media simply reported on the pricing policies of large companies within the market. Indeed, the most predictive contract price is that of Asiatic, a company which is essentially invisible to the public.
Nevertheless, changes in this company's #2 fuel oil contract price provides a more accurate description of oil market conditions than those of major domestic oil companies, such as Exxon. A further interesting point to emerge from the analysis is that spot price decreases as well as spot price increases predict greater news coverage. It appears that large spot price decreases, which typically occur immediately after large spot price increases, offer a further signal of oil market instability.
The oil crisis affected all oil product markets but those effects are not newsworthy in product markets which d o not directly affect consumers. Industrial product markets such as #6 fuel were affected by the oil crisis but that was not considered news by the mass media. This does not mean that the public is not affected by pricing in those markets. Indeed, fuel adjustment clauses were instituted by public utility commissions specifically to permit utilities to pass on fuel cost increases to customers. But fuel adjustment clauses d o not work on a week-to-week basis and there are further lags in the recovery of fuel cost increases. Moreover, consumers see higher electricity prices, not their cause. Therefore, we would not expect pricing of an industrial fuel such as #6 fuel oil to be predictive of oil industry news coverage, and, indeed, it is not.
In conclusion, the data strongly support our major proposition, that news coverage of the oil industry can be largely explained by pricing within the industry.
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schema theory into the model. Additional efforts to adapt economic theories and concepts, such as product functions and joint products, to the analysis of news content would also serve t o improve our understanding of the news business.
